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of non-locality, but at present twistor ideas
appear more as the desire for a physical theory than the embodiment of one.
Regarded as a scientific treatise, The
Road to Reality is in many ways problematic.
By nominally addressing a substantive discussion of frontier issues in theoretical
physics and cosmology to a popular audience, an author deprives himself of the discipline of having to provide details, to address
concrete experimental issues, or to pitch the
level of his argumentation to peers capable of
judging them critically. Galileo pulled this off
brilliantly, but times were much simpler then!
The worst parts of the book are the chapters
on high-energy physics and quantum field
theory, which in spite of their brevity contain
several serious blunders: The Cabibbo angle
–
does not govern the mixing of K 0 and K0
mesons to make the long- and short-lived Ks.
There are not alternative directions of electroweak symmetry breaking. And no associated disorder arises at that symmetry-breaking transition, any more than at the analogous
transition in ordinary superconductors.
To summarize, there’s much to admire
and profit from in this remarkable book, but
judged by the highest standards The Road
to Reality is deeply flawed.

Einstein is receiving even
greater attention than usual in this
pleasingly symmetric year, 50
years after his death and 100 years
after the publication of his worldchanging trio of publications on
the quantum theory of light,
Brownian motion, and special relativity. For those seeking a more
private glimpse into his life, a trip
to Berlin would be timely. In
preparation for visitors, the
Einstein Forum (an interdisciplinary institution formed in 1993 to
promote innovative thinking and
engage the public) is renovating
the Caputh summer house and
plans to offer tours starting in May.
Walking along the damp path
through the birch trees, slipping through the
back door of the house, and opening the
wide windows to gaze out over the gracious
curve of Templiner Lake, one immediately
sees what Einstein meant by paradise. The
house was an escape from the intruding
outer world.
By 1929, Einstein was already a household name. Ten years earlier, his general
theory of relativity had been triumphantly
confirmed by the observation of starlight
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Forum and for academic retreats. Rather
than rummaging for furniture in antique
shops to match the original contents (which
were lost in the years of first Nazi and then
communist East German control), the
Forum is fitting the house with functional,
tasteful equivalents. As the Forum’s Rüdiger
Zill puts it, this is the “honest” approach.
A 15-minute drive away in Potsdam,
black-and-white photographs from Einstein’s Caputh years are on display at the
Einstein Forum. One can’t help but smile
seeing these images; some are iconic, such
as Einstein setting off in Tümmler, the
beloved sailboat he kept moored on the
Templiner. But many others are intimate and
spontaneous: His stepdaughters recline in
sunchairs with obvious pleasure. Einstein
emerges serenely from the door in rumply
clothes or gazes out the window with a look
of utter peace. These reveal Einstein at his
most unguarded and, perhaps, optimistic.
10.1126/science.1110157
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Einstein 1905. The Standard of Greatness.
John S. Rigden. Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, MA, 2005. 185 pp. $21.95,
£14.95. ISBN 0-674-01544-4.
Between March and September 1905,
Einstein wrote five Annalen der Physik
papers that would greatly influence 20thcentury physics.These present the argument,
from considerations of entropy, that light
consists of quanta; Einstein’s dissertation on
the determination of molecular dimensions;
his theory of Brownian motion; the theory of
special relativity; and the derivation of
m = E/c2. For each paper, Rigden discusses
the background, underlying ideas, content,
and organization before surveying its reception and impact. General readers who wish
to understand the magnitude of what Einstein accomplished during his annus
mirabilis will find this lucid, nonmathematical account ideal.
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